Konu Testleri

Saving The Planet
11- I think some people had a picnic, ___________ clean
up.
A) but didn't
B) but they
C) and did
D) and they

1- She is ................ the street animals.
A) feed
B) feeds
C) feeding
D) feeded

12- You should ............... the environment clean.
A)be
B)make
C)keep
D)save

2- Azra: ........... he taking photographs?
Ayşe: Yes, he ........... .
A)
Is / is
B)
Isn’t / is
C)
Is / isn’t
D)
Isn’t / isn’t
3- The factories __________ the seas with chemicals.
A) protect
B) pollute
C) use
D) keep
4- You ............... turn off the taps. Don’t waste water
please.
A) can’t
B) do
C) shouldn’t
D) should
5- You should not __________ litter in the street.
A) drop
B) cut off
C) walk
D) close
6- Play in the playground please. You ................ step on the
grass.
A)
should
B)
shouldn’t
C)
are
D)
aren’t
7- You __________ use the public transport as much as
possible.
A) should not
B) shall
C) can not
D) should
8- You .............. make sandwiches for your picnic at home.
A)do
B)are
C)can
D)be

13- __________ the electricity, __________ they need
more energy.
A) Take on / because
B) Take off / because
C) Switch on / and
D) Take off / and
14- Air ................... is a serious problem for the world.
A) garbage
B) damage
C) recycle
D) pollution
15- __________ is an important problems of our world.
A) Deforestation
B) Graduation
C) Pollution
D) Transportation
16- Kadir: What ................. we recycle?
Bengü: Glass, paper,clothes and etc.
A) are
B) have
C) need
D) can
17- We .................. use plastic bags. We ................ use
paper bags.
A)
should / should
B)
should / shouldn’t
C)
shouldn’t / should
D)
shouldn’t / shouldn’t
18- You should go to your school __________ .
A) on foot
B) by your private car
C) by train
D) by plane
19- We should __________ our family with the housework.
A) make tea
B) go to
C) wash the dishes
D) help

9- We should not __________ trees.
A) build
B) protect
C) cut down
D) water
10- İbrahim: How many planets ................... in the solar
system?
Kerim: Nine planets.
A) are there
B) there are
C) is there
D) there is

20- If we save energy, __________ .
A) we should walk to the shops
B) we should save money
C) we should not make more garbage
D) we should not use plastic bags
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